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Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

A 

ABFARAD AAABDFR absolute + Michael Farad(ay), British scientist, unit of capacitance [n -S] 

ABHENRY ABEHNRY absolute + Joseph Henry, American scientist, unit of inductance [n -S, -RIES] 

ABVOLTS ABLOSTV absolute + Alessandro Volt(a)s, Italian physicist, ABVOLT, unit of electromotive force [n] 

ABWATTS AABSTTW absolute + James Watt + (s), Scottish inventor, ABWATT, unit of power [n] 

ACETALS AACELST acetic acid + alcohol, flammable liquid [n] 

ADLANDS AADDLNS     advertising + lands, ADLAND, world of advertising [n]   

ADWARES     AADERSW     advertising + softwares, ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

AERADIO     AADEIOR     aeronautical + radio, Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

AEROBAT    AAEBORT     aero + acrobat, one that performs feats in aircraft [n -S] 

AEROSAT AAEORST aeronautical + satellite, satellite for use in air-traffic control [n -S] 

AGINNER AEGINNR again(ner)st, one that is against change [n -S] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT ae(i)rial, tramway, aerial cable car [n -S] 

AIRVACS     AACIRSV     air ambulance + evacuations, AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 

ALAMODE AADELMO a + la + mode, silk fabric [n-S] 

ALBIZIA AABIILZ Filippo delgi Albizzi(a), 18th century Italian nobleman, tropical tree [n -S] 

ALCOPOP     ACLOOPP     alcohol + soda pop, flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n -S] 

ALEGARS AAEGLRS ale + vinegars, ALEGAR, sour ale [n] 

ALFREDO ADEFLOR Alfredo di Lelio, Italian restauranteur, inventor of sauce , served with white cheese sauce [adj] 

ALLOXAN AALLNOX allantoin, + oxa(n)lic acid, chemical compound [n -S] 

ALNICOS     ACILNOS     aluminum + nickel + cobalt, ALNICO, alloy containing aluminum, nickel, and cobalt [n] 

ALREADY     AADELRY     all + ready, by this time [adv] 

ALRIGHT     AGHILRT     all + right, satisfactory [adj] 

AMBEERS     ABEEMRS     amber + beers, AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

AMPERES AEEMPRS Andre-Marie Ampere, French physicist, AMPERE, unit of electric current strength [n] 

AMTRACK     AACKMRT     amphibious + track, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move n land and water) [n -S] 

AMTRACS     AACMRST     amphibious + tractors, AMTRAC, military vehicle equipped to move on land and water [n] 

AMTRAKS AAKMRST amphibious + trac(k)tors, AMTRAK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

ANEURIN AEINNRU anti-polyneuritis + vitamin, thiamine (B vitamin) [n -S] 

ANISEED ADEEINS anise + seed, seed of anise used as flavoring [n -S] 

ANTHROS AHNORST anthropologies, ANTHRO, anthropology [n] 

ANTIFAS AAFINST anti + fascists, opposer of fascism [n] 

ANTILOG AGILNOT anti + logarithm, number corresponding to given logarithm [n -S] 

AQUAFIT     AAFIQTU     aquatic + fitness, exercise class in water [n -S] 

ARISTOS AIORSST aristocrats [n] 

ATHODYD     ADDHOTY     aeronautic + thermodynamic + duct, type of jet engine [n -S] 
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ATTABOY     AABOTTY     that +(t) + a + boy, expression of encouragement or approval to man or boy [n -S] 

AUSFORM AFMORSU austenitic steel + deform, to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AVGASES     AAEGSSV     aviation + gasolines, AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

B 

BACCIES ABCCEIS tobacc(ie)os, BACCY, tobacco (annual herb cultivated for its leaves) [n] 

BACHING ABCGHIN bachelor + (ing), BACH, to live as bachelor [v] 

BALLUTE     ABELLTU     balloon + parachute, small inflatable parachute [n -S] 

BALONEY BELNOOY Bo(a)logna(ey) Italy, where originated, bologna (seasoned sausage) [n -S] 

BANKITS ABIKNST banquettes(kits), BANKIT, raised sidewalk [n] 

BARGOON ABGNOOR bargai(oo)n, bargain [n -S] 

BEATNIK     ABEIKNT     beat + Sputnik, nonconformist [n -S] 

BEAUTER ABEERTU beautiful(l)er, beautiful  [adj] 

BEEFALO     ABEEFLO     beef + buffalo, offspring of American buffalo and domestic cattle [n -S, -ES] 

BEGORAH    ABEGHOR      by + e + god + rah, used as mild oath [interj] 

BEGORRA     ABEGORR      by + e + god + rra, used as mild oath [interj] 

BENDAYS ABDENSY BENjamin + DAY + s, BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BENNIES BEEINNS BENNY, Benzedrin(i)es, (amphetamine tablets) [n] 

BENOMYL BELMNOY benzo + methyl, (chemical compound) [n -S] 

BERTHAS ABEHRST BERTHA, Berthe, (8th century Frankish queen, mother of Charlemagne) wide collar [n] 

BEVVIES BEEISVV bev(vie)erages, BEVVY, alcoholic drink [n] 

BICARBS ABBCIRS bicarbonate of sodas, sodium bicarbonate [n] 

BICRONS BCINORS billionth + microns, BICRON, one billionth of a meter [n] 

BIFFINS BFFIINS beef(biff)ing(s), BIFFIN, cooking apple [n] 

BIOPICS     BCIIOPS     biography + pictures, BIOPIC, biographical movie [n] 

BIOTECH BCEHIOT biological technology [n -S] applied biology 

BIOTITE BEIIOTT Jean-Baptiste Biot +(ite), French mineralogist, form of mica [n -S] 

BISTROS BIORSST bist(r)ouille(s) (bad alcohol), BISTRO, small tavern [n] 

BITCHEN BCEHINT bitch(en)ing, excellent [adj] 

BIZJETS BEIJSTZ biz (business) + jets, business jet-plane [n] 

BLANKIE ABEIKLN blanket + ie, child’s blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n -S] 

BLELLUM BELLLMU blabber + skellum (worthless fellow, scamp) babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

BLITZED BDEILTZ blitzkrieg +(ed), BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLITZER BEILRTZ blitzkrieg +(er),  that blitzes (to subject to sudden attack) [n -S] 

BLITZES BEILSTZ blitzkrieg +(es), BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BOATELS     ABELOST     boat + hotels, BOATEL, waterside hotel [n] 
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BOBBIES BBBEIOS R(b)ob(bies)ert Peel (established London’s police force) BOBBY, police officer [n] 

BOGARTS ABGORST Humphrey Bogart + (s), American actor, BOGART, to use without sharing [v] 

BOHRIUM BHIMORU Niels Bohr + (ium), Danish physicist, radioactive element [n -S] 

BOLOGNA ABGLNOO Bologna, Italy, where originated, seasoned sausage [n -S] 

BOLONEY BELNOOY Bologna(ey) Italy, where originated, bologna (seasoned sausage) [n -S] 

BOLSHIE     BEHILOS     Bolshevik + (e), Bolshevik [n -S] 

BORAZON ABNOORZ bor+(azo[nitrogen]on, hard form of boron nitride [n -S] 

BORSTAL ABLORST Borstal, England, where first established, reformatory [n -S] 

BOTNETS BENOSTT robot + networks, network of computers controlled by malware [n] 

BOUGIES BEGIOSU bourgeoisies, BOUGIE, wax candle [n] 

BOVVERS BEORSVV bo(vv)thers, BOVVER, rowdy behavior [n] 

BOYCOTT BCOOTTY Captain Charles C. Boycott, Irish land agent, to refuse to buy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BREKKIE     BEEIKKR     break(kie)fast, breakfast [n -S] 

BREWSKI BEIKRSW brew + Russki, serving of beer [n -ES, -S] 

BRILLER BEILLRR brill(iant) + er, BRILL, brilliant [adj] 

BROASTS ABORRST broil + roasts, broil and roast food [n] 

BRUCINE BCEINRU James Bruce + (ine), Scottish traveler and writer, poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

BRUCINS BCINRSU James Bruce + (ins), Scottish traveler and writer, BRUCIN, brucine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

BRUCITE BCEIRTU Archibald Bruce + (ite), American mineralogist, form of magnesium hydroxide [n -S] 

BUDGIES BDEGISU budg(ies)ri (good) + gar (cockatoo) in Australian indigenous language, BUDGIE, small parrot [n] 

BUNKUMS BKMNSUU Bunc(k)o(u)mbe + (s) County, NC, after congressman’s speech, BUNKUM, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n] 

BUPPIES     BEIPPSU     black + urban + professionals + (pies), BUPPIE, BUPPY black professional person working in a city [n] 

BURKERS BEKRRSU W. Burke +(r), hanged 1829, Edinburgh, BURKER, one that burkes (to murder by suffocation) [n] 

BURKING BGIKNRU W. Burke +(ing), hanged 1829, Edinburgh, BURKE, to murder by suffocation [v] 

BURKITE BEIKRTU W. Burke +(ite), hanged 1829, Edinburgh, burker (one that burkes (to murder by suffocation)) [n -S] 

BURPEES BEEPRSU Royal H. Burpee(s), physiologist, BURPEE, physical exercise [n] 

BURSERA ABERRSU Burser + (a), Danish botanist, designating family of shrubs and trees [adj] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

C 

CALICOS ACCILOS Cal(i)cu(o)tta + (s), India, where originated, CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CALPAIN     AACILNP     calmodulin + papain, enzyme for digesting proteins [n -S] 

CAMBRIC ABCCIMR Cambrai + (c), Kamerijk, France, fine linen [n -S] 

CAMCORD     ACCDMOR     camera + recorder, to videotape with portable camera [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMMIES ACEIMMS cam(mie)ouflages, CAMMIE, camouflage [n] 

CANKLES ACEKLNS calf + ankles, thick ankle [n] 

CAPCOMS ACCMOPS capsule + communicators, ground operator who communicates with astronaut [n] 
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CAPTCHA AACCHPT completely automated public turing test to tell computers and humans apart, Turing test used to vet website users [n-S] 

CARJACK     AACCJKR     car + hijack, to steal vehicle from its driver by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATALOS     AACLOST     cattle + buffalos, CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

CATTALO     AACLOTT     cattle + buffalo, catalo (hybrid between buffalo and cow) [n -S] 

CAUSEYS ACESSUY causeways, CAUSEY, paved road [n] 

CELOTEX     CEELOTX     cellulose + texture, trademark [n -ES] 

CERAMAL     AACELMR     ceramic + alloy, heat-resistant alloy [n -S] 

CERMETS     CEEMRST     ceramic + metals, CERMET, ceramal (heat-resistant alloy) [n] 

CHEDITE CDEEHIT Chedde(ite) in Haute-Savoie on border of Switzerland and France, explosive [n -S] 

CHILLAX     ACHILLX     chill + relax, to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHRISTY CEHIIRST Christie(y)ana (Oslo), Norway, skiing turn [n -TIES] 

CHROMOS CHMOORS chromolithographs, type of color picture [n] 

CHUNNEL     CEHLNNU     Channel + tunnel, tunnel under English Channel [n -S] 

CHUTIST CHISTTU parachutist, [n -S] 

CIGGIES CEGGIIS cig(gie)arette(s), plural of CIGGY and CIGGIE, cigarette [n] 

CIPHONY     CHINOPY     cipher + telephony, electronic scrambling of voice transmissions [n -NIES] 

CLARKIA AACIKLR Explorer captain William Clark + (ia), annual herb [n -S] 

COCOYAM     ACCMOOY     coconut + yam, tropical plant having edible rootstocks [n -S] 

COGNACS ACCGNOS Cognac + (s), France, COGNAC, brandy [n] 

COLOGNE CEGLNOO Cologne, Germany, scented liquid [n -S] 

COLTANS ACLMOST columbite + tantalite(s), black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n] 

COMMISH     CHIMMOS     commis(h)sioner, commissioner [n -ES] 

COMPING CGIMNOP playing of jazz accompaniment  + (ing)[n -S] 

COMSATS     ACMOSST     communication + satellites, COMSAT, trademark [n] 

COMSYMP     CMMOPSY     Communist + sympathizer, offensive word [n -S] 

CONCHIE CCEHINO consc(h)ientious objector, conscientious objector [n -S] 

CONFABS ABCFNOS confabulations, to chat [n] 

CONLANG ACGLNNO constructed + language, constructed language [n -S] 

COOCHES CCEHOOS coochie + (es), (woman’s genitals), COOCH, sinuous dance [n] 

COPTERS CEOPRST helicopters, COPTER, helicopter [n] 

CORBIES BCEIORS corbeau + (ies) CORBIE, raven or crow [n] / CORBY [n] 

CORDITE CDEIORT cord(ite) (due in its stringlike appearance), explosive powder, [n -S] 

COULOMB BCLMOOU Charles-Augustine de Coulomb, French military engineer, electrical measure [n -S] 

COXCOMB BCCMOOX coc(x)ks’ comb (jester’s cap), conceited dandy [n -S] 

COYDOGS     CDGOOSY     coyote + dogs, COYDOG, hybrid between coyote and wild dog [n] 

CRACKIE ACCEIKR cracky(ie), (someone with sharp tongue), small dog of mixed breed [n -S] 
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CRAMBOS ABCMORS k(c)rambe + (os) (cabbage in Greek), CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CRICKEY CCEIKRY Jesus Christ + (key), used as mild oath [interj] 

CRIMINE CEIIMNR Jesus Christ + (mine), used to express surprise or anger [interj] 

CRIMINY CIIMNRY Jesus Christ + (miny) , crimine (used to express surprise or anger) [interj] 

CRIMMER CEIMMRR Krim +(mer), Crimea, krimmer (kind of fur) [n -S] 

CROJIKS CIJKORS cross + jac(i)ks, CROJIK, triangular sail [n] 

CRUMBUM BCMNRUU crumb + bum, despicable person [n -S] 

CRYPTOS COPRSTY cryptological + s, one who belongs secretly to group [n] 

CUDWEED CDDEEUW cotton (ud) or cut (d) weed, perennial herb [n -S] 

CURCHES CCEHRSU ker(cur)chief (es), CURCH, kerchief (cloth worn as head covering) [n] 

CYBORGS     BCGORSY     cybernetic + organisms, CYBORG, human linked to mechanical device for life support [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

D 

DALAPON AADLNOP chlorinated carboxylic acid 2,2-di(a)chlo(a)ropropanoic acid, herbicide used on unwanted grasses 

DAMASKS AADKMSS Damasc(ks)us, DAMASK, to weave with elaborate design [v] 

DAMFOOL     ADFLMOO     damned + fool, stupid or foolish person [n -S] 

DAMSONS ADMNOSS Dam(sons)ascus, DAMSON, small purple plum [n] 

DANAZOL AADLNOZ (d)androgenic + isoxazole, synthetic androgen [n -S] 

DAPSONE ADENOPS diaminophenylsulfone, medicinal substance [n -S] 

DARBIES ABDEIRS “Darby's(ies) bonds a rigid bond”, perhaps named after a noted 16th-century usurer, handcuffs [n DARBIES] 

DAYMARE     AADEMRY     day + nightmare, nightmarish fantasy experienced while awake [n -S] 

DEEJAYS     ADEEJSY     d(ee)isc + j(ay)ockeys, DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DEFFEST DEEFFST def(fest)initely, DEF, excellent [adj] 

DEFRAGS ADEFGRS defragmentations, DEFRAG, to eliminate fragmentation in computer file [v] 

DEGAUSS ADEGSSU de + Carl Friedrich Gauss, German scientist, to demagnetize [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEKEING DEEGIKN dec(deke)oy + ing, DEKE, to fake opponent out of position (as in hockey) [v] 

DEMETON DEEMNOT 1-(2-diethoxyphosphorylsulfanylethylsulfanyl)(m)etha(o)ne, insecticide [n -S] 

DEMIREP DEEIMPR demi + reputable, prostitute [n -S] 

DEMOING DEGIMNO demonstrating, to demonstrate [v] 

DEPERMS DEEMPRS de + perm(s)anent magnet, to demagnetize [v] 

DEUTZIA ADEITUZ 18th century Dutch patron of botany Johan van der Deutz(ia), ornamental shrub [n -S] 

DICAMBA AABCDIM dic(a)hloro-2-methoxybenzoic acid, herbicide 3,6-Dichloro-2-methoxybenzoic acid [n] 

DIDDUMS     DDDIMSU      did + (d) they do some(um)thing to you? + s, used to express sympathy to child [interj] 

DIESELS DEEILSS Rudolph Diesel(s), German engineer, DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DIGICAM     ACDGIIM     digital + camera, digital camera [n -S] 
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DIGOXIN     DGIINOX     digitalis + toxin, drug to improve heart function [n -S] 

DIMOUTS     DIMOSTU     dim + blackouts, DIMOUT, condition of partial darkness [n] 

DIQUATS ADIQSTU di + quaternaries,  DIQUAT, herbicide [n] 

DIURONS DINORSU dichlor + urea + (on) as in parathion, herbicide [n] 

DIVVIED DDEIIVV div(vied)idend, to divide [v] 

DIVVIES DEIISVV div(vies)idend, to divide [v] 

DOBBINS BBDINOS Dob(bins), 13 century informal name for Robert, DOBBIN, farm horse [n] 

DODGEMS DDEGMOS dodge + them + s, DODGEM, amusement park ride [n] 

DOMINIE DEIIMNO Dominus(ie) (Lord, Master), clergyman [n -S] 

DONJONS DJNNOOS dun(don)geons(jons), DONJON, main tower of castle [n] 

DONNING DDGINNO do + on +(ning), to put on [v] 

DOOBIES BDEIOOS dubi(doobie(s)ety: questionable or suspect as to true nature or quality, DOOBIE, marijuana cigarette [n] 

DOODOOS DDOOOOS “do” (repeated command to child), DOODOO, feces (bodily waste discharged through anus) [n] 

DOOZERS DEOORSZ daisy (dooz(ers)y), 1800’s for “the best”, DOOZER, doozy (extraordinary one of its kind) [n] 

DOOZIES DEIOOSZ daisy (doozy(ies)), 1800’s for “the best”, DOOZIE, doozy (extraordinary one of its kind) [n] / DOOZY [n] 

DORPERS DEOPRRS Dorset + Black Persian breeds, DORPER, one of breed of mutton-producing sheep [n] 

DRAMADY     AADDMRY     drama + comedy, dramedy (sitcom having dramatic scenes) [n -DIES] 

DRAMEDY     ADDEMRY     drama + comedy, sitcom having dramatic scenes [n -DIES] 

DUBBINS BBDINSU dubbing(s), DUBBIN, to apply dubbing to leather [v] 

DUBNIUM BDIMNUU Dubna +(ium), Russia, where found, radioactive element [n -S] 

DUNNITE DEINNTU Dun + (nite) Mountain, New Zealand, explosive [n -S] 

DUOLOGS DGLOOSU duo + dialogues, DUOLOG, duologue (conversation between two persons) [n] 

DUPPING DGINPPU don(do) up(ping, DUP, to open (to cause to become open) [v] 

DURMAST ADMRSTU dun(light brown)(r) + mast(acorn), European oak [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

E 

EBONICS     BCEINOS     ebony + phonics, dialect of English spoken by some African-Americans [n] 

EBONITE BEEINOT ebony + (ite) hard rubber [n -S] 

ECOGIFT     CEFGIOT     ecological + gift, donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n -S] 

ECOTAGE     ACEEGOT     ecology + sabotage, obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n -S] 

ECOTOUR     CEOORTU     ecology + tour, [n -S] / to engage in ecotourism [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECOZONE     CEENOOZ     ecological + zone, regional ecosystem [n -S] 

ELECTRO CEELORT electrostatic, to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, S] 

ELEVONS     EELNOSV     elevator + ailerons, ELEVON, type of airplane control surface [n] 

EMAILED     ADEEILM     electronic + mailed, EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

EMOCORE CEEMOOR emotional + hardcore, emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n -S] 
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ENDUROS DENORSU endur(os)ance, ENDURO, long race [n] 

ENVIROS EINORSV enviromentalists, ENVIRO, advocate for preservation of natural environment [n] 

ERBIUMS BEIMRSU Ytterby +(iums) Switzerland, where found, ERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

EXCIMER     CEEIMRX     excited + dimer, dimer (molecule composed of two identical molecules) that exists in excited state [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

F 

FANFICS     ACFFINS     fan + fictions, FANFIC, fiction written by fans of admired work [n] 

FANZINE     AEFINNZ     fan + magazine, magazine written by and for enthusiastic devotees [n -S] 

FARADAY AAADFRY Michael Faraday, British scientist, FARADAY, unit of electricity [n] 

FEDEXES     DEEEFSX     Federal + Express + es, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEIJOAS AEFIJOS J. da Silva Feijo + (as), Brazilian naturalist, FEIJOA, green edible fruit [n] 

FENURON EFNNORU 3-ph(f)enyl-1,1-dimethylurea + (on), herbicide 

FERBAMS     ABEFMRS     ferrite + dimethyldithiocarbamates, FERBAM, fungicide [n] 

FERMION EFIMNOR Enrico Fermi + (on), Nobel laureate physicist, type of atomic particle [n -S] 

FERMIUM EFIMMRU Enrico Fermi + (um), Nobel laureate physicist, radioactive element [n -S] 

FLOATEL     AEFLLOT     float + hotel, houseboat used as hotel [n -S] 

FLOTELS     EFLLOST     floating + hotels, FLOTEL, floatel (houseboat used as hotel) [n] 

FOREXES      EEFORSX      foreign + exchanges, FOREX, foreign exchange [n] 

FRACKED ACDEFKR hydraulic frac(ked)turing, engaged in fracking (injection of fluid into shale beds in order to freeing up petroleum reserves) [v] 

FRAGGED ADEFGGR frag(ged)mentation, grenade, to injure with type of grenade [v] 

FREEGAN     AEEFGNR     free + vegan, activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n -S] 

FREESIA AEEFIRS Frederick Freese + (ia), German doctor, African herb [n -S] 

FRENEMY     EEFMNRY     friend + enemy, one who pretends to be a friend but is actually enemy [n -MIES] 

FUCHSIA ACFHISU Leonard Fuchs + (ia), German botanist, flowering shrub [n -S] 

FULHAMS AFHLMSU Fulham +(s), England, where supposedly made, FULHAM, loaded die [n] 

FUNKIAS AFIKNSU Heinrich Christian Funck +(ia), German alpinist, FUNKIA, flowering plant [n] 

FUNSTER     EFNRSTU     fun + jokester, one that makes fun; comedian [n -S] 

FUTTOCK CFKOTTU foo(u)t(t)  hoo(c)  , curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

G 

GAHNITE AEGHINT Johan Gottlieb Gahn + (ite), Swedish chemist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

GALUMPH     AGHLMPU     gallop + triumph, to move clumsily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GANGSTA AAGGNST gangster + a, member of street gang [n-S] 

GAPOSIS AGIOPSS gap + osis (humorous reference to medical condition), gap in row of buttons or snaps [n- SISES] 

GAUSSES AEGSSSU Karl Friedrich Gauss(es), 19th century Germany mathematician, GAUSS, unit of magnetic induction [n] 
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GAYDARS     AADGRSY     gay + radars, GAYDAR, ability to recognize that person is homosexual [n] 

GELCAPS ACEGLPS gelatine + capsules, GELCAP, tablet coated with gelatin [n] 

GELLIES EEGILLS GELLY, gel(lies)ignite, (high explosive) [n] 

GENLOCK     CEGKLNO     generator + locking, [n -S] / to use device designed to synchronize video signals [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GENNING EGGINNN gen(eneral information obtai)ning, GEN, to provide or obtain information [v] 

GENOMES EEGNOMS gene + chromosomes, GENOME, haploid set of chromosomes [n] 

GERBERA ABEEGRR Traugott Gerber(a), German naturalist, herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

GESTAPO     AEGOPST     Geheime + Staatspolizei, secret-police organization [n -S] 

GIARDIA AADGIIR Alfred Mathieu Giard + (ia), French zoologist, protozoan inhabiting intestines [n -S] 

GIBSONS BGINOSS Charles Dana Gibson + (s), who first ordered one, GIBSON, martini served with tiny onion [n] 

GIDDYAP     ADDGIPY      get (idd) + ye + up (ap), giddap (used as command to horse to go faster) [interj] 

GIDDYUP     DDGIPUY      get (idd) + ye + up, giddap (used as command to horse to go faster) [interj] 

GILBERT BEGILRT William Gilbert, English physicist, unit of magnetomotive* force [n -S] 

GIMMIES EGIIMMS give it to m(mi)e + (s), GIMMIE, easy golf putt conceded to opponent [n] 

GIPPERS EGIPPRS Egy(i)pti(sy)an, GIPPER, one that gips (to gyp (to swindle)) [n] 

GIPPING GGIINPP Egy(i)pti(sy)an, GIP, to gyp (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

GIPSIED DEGIIPS Egy(i)pti(sy)an, GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GIPSIES EGIIPSS Egy(i)pti(sy)an, GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GLAMMED ADEGLMM glam(med)our, GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GLAMMER AEGLMMR glam(mer)our, GLAM, characterized by extravagant glamor [adj] 

GLONOIN GILNNOO glycerin + oxygen + nitroge(i)n, nitroglycerin [n -S] 

GOLDARN ADGLNOR Go(l)d + da(r)mn, to damn [v -S, -ED, -ING] 

GOLDURN DGLNORN Go(l)d + du(r)n, goldarn (to damn) [n -S] 

GOSPORT GOOPRST Gosport, England, (where apparatus invented), communication device in airplane [n -S] 

GOTCHAS     ACGHOST     got + you (cha) + s, GOTCHA, instance of catching person out in deceit or wrongdoing [n] 

GOTHITE EGHIOTT Johann Wolfgang Goethe + (ite), goethite (ore of iron) [n -S] 

GRAHAMS AAGHMRS Sylvester Graham(s), American advocate of dietary reform, GRAHAM, whole-wheat flour [n] 

GRAMMAS     AAGMMRS     grand + (m) + mas, GRAMMA, grandmother [n] 

GRAMPAS     AAGMPRS     grand + (m) + pas, GRAMPA, grandfather [n] 

GRANDAM     AADGMNR     grand + dame, grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDMA AADGMNR grand + mama, grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDPA AADGNPR grand + papa, grandfather [n -S] 

GRANNIE AEGINNR gran(nie)dmother, granny (grandmother) [n -S] 

GRAWLIX AGILRWX grawlix euphemistic symbolic typography (coined by Mort Walker creator of Beetle Bailey comic strip) [n -ES] 

GREMMIE EEGIMMR grem(lin) + mie, inexperienced surfer [n- S] 

GRIZZES EGIRSZZ grizzly bear(e)s, large bears [n] 
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GUNNERA AEGNNRU Johann Ernst Gunner(a)us, Norwegian Botanist, plant with large leaves [n -S] 

GYPLURE EGLPRUY gypsy moth + lure, synthetic attractant to trap gypsy moths [n -S] 

GYPPERS EGPPRSY Egypti(sy)an, GYPPER, one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

GYPPING GGINPPY Egypti(sy)an, GYP, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

GYPSIED DEGIPSY Egypti(sy)an, GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSIES EGIPSSY Egypti(sy)an, GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSTER EGPRSTY Egypti(sy)an, one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

GYRENES EEGNRSY Government + I(Y)ssue + Mari(e)ne, GYRENE, marine (soldier trained for service at sea and on land) [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

H 

HAFNIUM AFHIMNU Hav(f)n + (ium) (formerly Copenhagen), where element discovered, metallic element [n -S] 

HAHNIUM AHHIMNU Otto Hahn + (ium), German chemist, radioactive element [n -S] 

HANSOMS AHMNOSS Joseph Hansom + (s), English architect, patentee of, HANSOM, light carriage [n] 

HASSIUM AHIMSSU German state of He(a)sse + (ium), where first made, radioactive element [n -S] 

HAYLAGE AAEGHLY hay + silage, type of hay [n -S] 

HAZMATS AAHMSTZ     hazardous + materials, HAZMAT, hazardous material [n] 

HECKUVA     ACEHKUV     heck + of (uv) + a, heck of a [adj] 

HELIPAD     ADEHILP     helicopter + pad, heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

HELISKI     EHIIKLS     helicopter + ski, to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELLUVA     AEHLLUV     hell + of (uv) + a, disagreeable [adj] 

HERTZES EEHRSTZ Heinrich Rudolf Hertz(es), German physicist, HERTZ, unit of frequency [n] 

HOAGIES AEGHIOS Ho(a)g + (ies) Island, Philadelphia, where Italian immigrants made sandwiches, HOAGIE, long sandwich [n] / HOAGY, hoagie (long sandwich) [n] 

HOLMIUM HILMMOU Stockholm + (ium), Sweden (area origin), metallic element [n -S]  

HOMOSEX EHMOOSX homosexuality, [n -ES] 

HORNDOG DGHNOOR horny + dog, sexually aggressive male [n -S] 

HOWDIED DDEHIOW how do you do? + ied, HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do” [v] 

HOWDIES DEHIOSW how do you do? + ies, HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do” [v] 

HUMIDEX DEHIMUX humidity + index, index of discomfort [n -ES] 

HUMINTS     HIMNSTU     human + intelligence agents, HUMINT, secret intelligence-gathering by agents [n] 

HUMVEES     EEHMSUV     high + (u) + mobility + multipurpose wheeled + ve(e)hicles, HUMVEE, type of motor vehicle [n -S] 

HUSHABY ABHHSUY hush + lullaby, (go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child) [v] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

I 

IMPROVS IMOPRSV improvisations, act of improvising (to compose, recite, play, or sing extemporaneously [n] 
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Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

J 

JAMMIES AEIJMMS pajam(mies)as, pajamas (garment for sleeping or lounging) [n] 

JAYGEES     AEEGJSY     j(ay)unior + g(ee)rades, JAYGEE, military officer [n] 

JAYVEES     AEEJSVY     j(ay)unior + v(ee)arsity players, JAYVEE, junior varsity player [n] 

JAZZBOS     ABJOSZZ     jazz + bowties, JAZZBO, devotee pf jazz (style pf lively syncopated music) [n] 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS Jesus + epers, used as mild oath [interj] 

JEEPNEY     EEEJNPY     jeep + jitney, Philippine jitney (small bus) [n -S] 

JEEZELY EEEJLYZ Jesus+ezely, jeezly (used as intensifier)) [adj] 

JERRIES EEIJRRS (j)Germans + ries, JERRY, German solider [n] 

JETPORT     EJOPRTT     jet + airport, type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

JIMMINY IIJMMNY Jesus Ge(ji)mini(y), jiminy (used to express surprise) [interj] 

JIMSONS IJMNOSS Ja(i)mestown, Virginia Colony (1680s) weed, JIMSON, tall poisonous weed [n] 

JOBBIES BBEIJOS job + hobby(ie)s, JOBBIE, example of its type [n] 

JOURNOS     JNOORSU     journ(o)alists, JOURNO, writer for news medium [n] 

JUMARED ADEJMRU Jurgen and Walter Marti + ed—inventors of mountaineering climbing tool [v] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

K 

KERMODE DEEKMOR Frank Kermode, director, Royal British Columbia Museum, type of black bear [n -S] 

KEWPIES EEIKPSW C(k)u(ew)pid +(es), Roman god of erotic love, KEWPIE, trademark [n] 

KIDLITS     DIIKLST     kid + literatures, KIDLIT, literature for children [n] 

KIDVIDS     DDIIKSV     kiddie + videos, KIDVID, television programs for children [n] 

KILLICK CIIKKLL Captain James Killick, English seafarer, small anchor [n -S] 

KILLOCK CIKKLLO Captain James Killi(o)ck, English seafarer, killick (small anchor) [n -S] 

KLAVERN     AEKLNRV     Ku Klux Klan + cavern, local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

KLEAGLE     AEEGKLL     Ku Klux Klan + eagle, official in Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

KLEPTOS     EKLOPST     kleptomaniacs, KLEPTO, one that steals impulsively  [n] 

KLUDGED DDEGKLU bodge(kl) + fudge, KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUDGES DEGKLSU bodge(kl) + fudge, KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUGING GGIKLNU bodge(kl) + fudge, KLUGE, to kludge (to put together from ill-fitting components) [v] 

KOLKHOZ     HKKLOOZ     kollektivnoe + khozyaistvo, collective farm in Russia [n -ES or -Y] 

KRIMMER EIKMMRR Krim +(mer), Crimea, kind of fur [n -S] 

KUNZITE EIKNTUZ George Frederich Kunz(ite), German gemologist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

L 
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LACTAMS     AACLMST     lactone + amides, LACTAM, chemical compound [n] 

LAMBERT ABELMRT Johann Heinrich Lambert, German physicist, unit of brightness [n -S] 

LANGLEY AEGLLNY Samuel Pierpont Langley, scientist, unit of illumination [n -S] 

LAOGAIS     AAGILOS     laodong + gaizao + s, LAOGAI, system of forced-labor camps in China [n] 

LIBLABS     ABBILLS     liberals + labors, LIBLAB, person supporting coalition of liberal and labor groups [n] 

LIMPSEY     EILMPSY     limp + flims(e)y, limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

LINALOL AILLLNO linalo(l)e wood, linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n -S] 

LINDANE ADEILNN Teunis van der  Linden(ane), Dutch Chemist, insecticide [n -S] 

LINDIED DDEIILN Charles A. Lind(ied)bergh, U.S. aviator, LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINDIES DEIILNS Charles A. Lind(ies)bergh, U.S. aviator, LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINOCUT     CILNOTU     linoleum + cut, print made from design cut into linoleum [n -S] 

LISSOME EILMOSS lithe(s) + some, lithe (bending easily) [adj] 

LOIDING      DGIILNO celluloid + ing, LOID, to open spring lock by using piece of celluloid [v] 

LOOKITS     IKLOOST     look at + it + s, LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LUVVIES EILSUVV lo(u)v(v)ey(ie), LUVVIE, lovey (sweetheart) [n] / LUVVY, lovey (sweetheart) [n] 

LUVVING GILNUVV lo(u)v(v)ing, LUV, to love (to feel great affection for) [v] 

LYDDITE DDEILTY Lydd + (ite), England (where explosive first tested), explosive [n -S] 

LYNCHED CDEHLNY Lynch’s Law from Capt. William Lynch, self-constituted judicial tribunal, LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

LYNCHER CEHLNRY Lynch’s Law from Capt. William Lynch, self-constituted judicial tribunal, one that lynches (to put to death without legal sanction) [n -S] 

LYNCHES CEHLNSY Lynch’s Law from Capt. William Lynch, self-constituted judicial tribunal, LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

M 

MAFFICK ACFFIKM Maf(f)e(ic)king, South Africa, to celebrate boisterously [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MAGALOG     AAGGLMO     magazine + catalog, sales catalog resembling magazine [n -S] 

MAGLEVS     AEGLMSV     magnetic + levitations, MAGLEV, train using magnets to move above tracks [n] 

MALWARE     AAELMRW     malevolent + software, software designed to disable computers [n -S] 

MARCONI ACIMNOR Guglielmo Marconi, Italian physicist and inventor, two-way radio [n -S] 

MARENGO AEGMNOR Battle of Marengo, Italy, served with sauce of mushrooms, tomatoes, oil, and wine [adj] 

MARTINI AIIMNRT Martini & Rossi vermouth, alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

MASCONS     ACMNOSS     mass + concentrations, MASCON, concentration of dense mass beneath moon’s surface [n] 

MATRICS      ACIMRST      matriculations, MATRIC, matriculation (admission into university) [n] 

MAXIMIN AIIMMNX maximum + minima, maximum set of minima [n] 

MAXWELL AELLMWX James Clerk Maxwell, Scottish physicist, unit of magnetic flux [n -S] 

MAYDAYS AADMSYY venez m’aider mayday (French for “come and help me), radio distress call [n] 

MEDEVAC     ACDEEMV     medical + evacuation, to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S, -KED, -KING, -S] 

MEDIGAP     ADEGIMP     medical insurance + gap, supplemental health insurance [n -S] 
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MEDIVAC     ACDEIMV     medical + evacuation, medevac (to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -KED, -KING, -S] 

METEPAS AEEMPST methyl derivative of tepa, METEPA, chemical compound [n] 

METOPON EMNOOPT 5-methylhydromorphone, narcotic drug [n -S] 

MIDCULT     CDILMTU     middle class + culture, middle class culture [n -S] 

MILADIS ADIILMS my(i) + lady(is), MILADI, milady (English gentlewoman) [n] 

MILORDS DILMORS my(i) + lords, MILORD, English gentleman [n] 

MING IER     EGIIMNR     mean + stingier, MINGY, mean and stingy [adj] 

MINGILY GIILMNY mean + stingier, MINGY, mean and stingy [adv] 

MINIMAX AIIMMNX minimum + maxima, minimum set of maxima [n] 

MOBLOGS     BGLMOOS     mobile phone + web+ log, MOBLOG, weblog with data posted from cell phone [n] 

MOPOKES EKMOOPS morepork(es) (imitative of its call), MOPOKE, Australian bird [n] 

MULLITE EILLMTU Isle of Mull(ite), Inner Hebrides, Scotland (where found), mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

N 

NAPALMS AALMNPS naphthenic + palmitic(s) acid, NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v] 

NAVAIDS     AADINSV     navigation + aids, NAVAID, navigational device [n] 

NEATNIK     AEIKNNT     neat + beatnik, compulsively neat person [n -S] 

NECKLET CEEKLNT necklace + bracelet, close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n] 

NEOCONS     CENNOOS     neo + Conservatives, NEOCON, neoconservative [n] 

NETBOOK     BEKNOOT     Internet + notebook computer, small portable computer [n -S] 

NETIZEN     EEINNTZ     Internet + citizen, frequent user of Internet [n -S] 

NETSURF     EFNRSTU     Internet + surf, to browse Internet for information [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEWBIES     BEEINSW     newcomer(bie)s, NEWBIE, newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n] 

NEWSIES     EEINSSW     newsboy(ie)s, NEWSY, newsboy (boy who delivers or sells newspapers) [n] 

NIACINS ACIINNS ni(a)cotinic acid + vitamins, NIACIN, B vitamin [n] 

NIOBIUM BIIMNOU Niobe (mythical queen) + (ium), metallic element [n -S] 

NITINOL     IILNNOT     nickel + titanium + Naval, + Ordnance + Laboratory, alloy of nickel and titanium [n -S] 

NOCEBOS BCENOOS no(cere [to harm]) + placebos NOCEBO, harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative expectations [n] 

NONCOMS     CMNNOOS     non-commissioned + officers, NONCOM, noncommissioned officer [n] 

NONPROS NNOOPRS non + prosecute, to enter judgment against plaintiff who fails to prosecute [v -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

NONSKED DEKNNOS non + sk(ch)edule, airline without scheduled flying times [n -S] 

NORLAND ADLNNOR north + land, region in north [n -S] 

NUBUCKS BCKNSUU new (nu) + bucks, NUBUCK, soft sueded leather [n] 

NUMMIER EIMMNRU n(y)ummier, NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUNCLES CELNNSU mine + uncles, NUNCLE, uncle (brother of one's father or mother) [n] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY nymphomaniacs, NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 
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Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

O 

OCICATS     ACCIOST     oc(i)elot + cats, OCICAT, domestic cat having short spotted coat [n] 

OERSTED DEEORST Hans Christian O(e)rsted, Danish physicist, unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

OLESTRA AELORST polyester(a) of sucrose, noncaloric fat substitute [n -S] 

ORATURE AEORRTU oral + literature, oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S] 

OVONICS     CINOOSV     Ovshinsky (U.S. inventor) + electronics, OVONIC, electronic device [n] 

OZALIDS ADILOSZ diazo (reversed) + l (s) OZALID, trademark process for reproducing line drawings, manuscripts [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

P 

PANGENE AEEGNNP pangenesis, pangen (hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm) [n -S] 

PANGENS AEGNNPS pangenesis, PANGEN, hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm [n] 

PARSECS     ACEPRSS     parallax + seconds, PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n] 

PARTAKE AAEKPRT part + take, to participate [v -TOOK, -N, -KING, -S] 

PASCALS AACLPSS Blaise Pascal(s), French mathematician and physicist, PASCAL, unit of pressure [n] 

PEDWAYS     ADEPSWY     pedestrian + walkways, PEDWAY, walkway for pedestrians only [n] 

PEKEPOO     EEKOOPP     Pekingese + Poodle, peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n -S] 

PENULTS ELNPSTU penultimate + s, next to last syllable in word [n] 

PERMING EGIMNPR permanent + ing, PERM, to give hair permanent wave [v] 

PHARMAS     AAHMPRS      pharmaceutical companies, PHARMA, pharmaceutical company [n] 

PHARMER     AEHMPRR     pharmaceutical + farmer, one who participates in pharming (production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals) [n -S] 

PHENOMS EHMNOPS phenomenal(s), person of extraordinary ability or promise [n] 

PHISHED DEHHIPS phreak + fisher, PHISH, practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [v] 

PHISHER EHHIPRS phreak + fished, one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n -S] 

PHISHES EHHIPSS phreak + fishes, PHISH, practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information  [v] 

PHIZZES EHIPSZZ phy(i)s(zzes)iognomy, PHIZZ, phiz (face or facial expression) [n] 

PHOTINO HINOOPT photon, + neutrino, hypothetical elementary particle [n -S] 

PHOTOGS GHOOPST photographers, PHOTOG, one who takes photographs [n] 

PHREAKS     AEHKPRS     phone + freaks, PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid bills [v] 

PHYSEDS     DEHPSSY     physical + educations, PHYSED, physical education [n] 

PHYSIOS HIOPSSY physiotherapists, PHYSIO, physiotherapist [n] 

PIANOLA AAILNOP piano + viola, type of player piano [n -S] 

PIGSNEY EGINPSY pig’s (n)eye, darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

PINNIES EIINNPS pin(nie)afores, PINNY, pinafore (child's apron) [n] 

PISMIRE EIIMPRS piss + mire, ant (small insect) [n -S] 
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PLAINED ADEILNP complained, PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLIMSOL ILLMOPS Samuel Plimsoll, English politician, plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLOSION ILNOOPS explosion, release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n -S] 

PLOSIVE EILOPSV explosive, sound produced by plosion [n -S] 

PLUGOLA     AGLLOPU     plug + payola [n -S] free incidental advertising on radio or television 

PODCAST     ACDOPST     ipod + broadcast, to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v PODCAST or -ED. -ING, -S] 

POLYBAG     ABGLOPY     polyethylene + bag, to place something in polyethylene bag [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

POOBAHS ABHOOPS pooh + bah (from The Mikado), POOBAH, influential person [n] 

POSSUMS MOPSSSU opossum, POSSUM, opossum (arboreal mammal) [n] 

POSTDOC      CDOOPST      one engaged in postdoctoral study, one engaged in postdoctoral study [n -S] 

POSTOPS OOPPSST post + operations, POSTOP, patient after undergoing surgical operation [n] 

PRALINE AEILNPR Marshal de Plessis-Praslin(e), French cook who invented it, confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n -S] 

PRECIPS CEIPPRS precipitations, precipitation [n] 

PREEMIE     EEEIMPR     pre(emie)mature, infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PREFABS     ABEFPRS     previously + fabricated + (s), PREFAB, to construct beforehand [v] 

PRELIMS     EILMPRS     preliminaries, PRELIM, preliminary match [n] 

PREMEDS     DEEMPRS     pre-medical students, PREMED, student preparing for study of medicine [n] 

PREMIES     EEIMPRS     pre(mie)mature + s, PREMIE, preemie (infant born prematurely) [n] 

PRENUPS     ENPPRSU     prenuptials, PRENUP, agreement made by couple before they marry [n] 

PREPPED DEEPPPR prep(ped)aratory school, (PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 

PREPPIE     EEIPPPR     prep(pie)aratory school student, one who preps [n -S] 

PREPREG     EEGPPRR     previously + impregnated, reinforcing material already impregnated with synthetic resin [n -S] 

PREQUEL     EELPQRU     precede + sequel, book whose story precedes that of earlier work [n -S] 

PREXIES     EEIPRSX     pres(xie)dents, PREXY, president [n] 

PREZZIE     EEIPRZZ     presi(zzie)dent, gift [n -S] 

PRINCOX CINOPRX prim(n) + cock(x) princock, (coxcomb (conceited dandy)) [n -ES] 

PRISSED DEIPRSS prim + siss(ed)y, PRISS, to act in prissy (excessively or affectedly proper) manner [v] 

PRISSES EIPRSSS prim + siss(es)y, PRISS, to act in prissy (excessively or affectedly proper) manner [v] 

PRITHEE EEHIPRT I pray(i)thee, used to express wish or request [interj] 

PROBANG ABGNOPR probe + provang, (named by inventor in 17th century) surgical rod [n -S] 

PROBITS     BIOPRST     probability + units, PROBIT, unit of statistical probability [n] 

PROMOED     DEMOOPR     promoted, PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROPJET     EJOPPRT     propeller + jet, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

PROPMAN     AMNOPPR     property + man, man in charge of stage properties [n -MEN] 

PROXIES EIOPRSX pro(x)curacies, PROXY, person authorized to act for another [n] 

PRUSSIC CIPRSSU Prussian +(c) blue, pertaining to type of acid [adj] 
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PRYTHEE EEHPRTY I pray(i)thee, prithee (used to express wish or request) [interj] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS psi (supposed parapsychological or psychic faculties or phenomena) + electronic, pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSYCHOS     CHOPSSY     psychopathic + persons, PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYWARS     APRSSWY     psychological + warfares, PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

PUGGLES EGGLPSU pug + beagle(s), cross between pug and beagle [n] 

PULSARS ALPRSSU pulsating + stars, PULSAR, celestial source of radio waves [n] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY Pyrrhus +(ic), Greek general, type of metrical foot [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

Q 

QUANGOS  AGNOQSU  quasi + non-governmental + organizations, QUANGO, public administrative board [n] 

QUASARS     AAQRSSU     quasi + stellar + s, QUASAR, distant celestial object emitting strong radio waves [n] 

QUBYTES     BEQSTUY     quantum + bytes, QUBYTE, sequence of eight quantum bits [n] 

QUILLET EILLQTU quidl(l)ibet Latin for "what you please”, trivial distinction [n-S] 

QUILLOW ILLOQUW quilt + pillow, quilt formed into pillow [n -S] 

QUIXOTE EIOQTUX Don Quixote de la Mancha, by Cervantes, quixotic (extremely idealistic) person [n -S] 

QWERTYS     EQRSTWY     Q + W + E + R + T + Y + S, QWERTY, standard keyboard [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

R 

RACINOS     ACINORS     racing + casinos, RACINO, racetrack at which slot machines are available [n] 

RADOMES     ADEMORS     radar + domes, RADOME, domelike device used to shelter radar antenna [n] 

RAGLANS AAGLNRS Lord Raglan(s), British commander, Crimean War, RAGLAN, type of overcoat (warm coat worn over indoor clothing) [n] 

RAREBIT ABEIRRT ra(re)bbit, cheese dish [n -S] 

RAZZING AGINRZZ razzberry (raspberry) + (ing), to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) (v) 

REDOXES DEEORSX reduction + oxygen +(es), REDOX, type of chemical reaction [n] 

REORGED     DEEGORR     reorganized, REORG, to reorganize (to form into orderly whole) [v] 

REVVING EGINRVV rev(ving)olution, REV, to increase speed of [v] 

RHENIUM EHIMNRU Rhenus + (ium) (river Rhine), near first location, metallic element [n -S] 

RIBBIES      BBEIIRS      runs + (i) + b(b)atted + in + es, RIBBIE, run batted in [n] 

RIFLIPS     FIILPRS     restriction + (i) + fragment + length + (i) + polymorphisms, RIFLIP, fragment of DNA [n] 

RIPRAPS AIPPRRS rippling + rapping + (s), RIPRAP, to strengthen with foundation of broken stones [v] 

RITZIER EIIRRTZ Cesar Ritz + (ier), Swiss hotelier, RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

RITZILY IILRTYZ Cesar Ritz + (ily), Swiss hotelier, RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adv] 

ROADEOS     ADEOORS     road + rodeos, ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n] 

ROBINIA ABIINOR Jean Robin + (ia), French royal gardener and his son, Vespasian, North American tree or shrub [n -S] 

ROGERED DEEGORR r(oger)eceived, ROGER, to indicate that message has been received [v] 
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ROLFERS EFLORRS Ida P. Rolf + (ers), biochemist, ROLFER, one that rolfs (to practice type of massage) [n] 

ROLFING FGILNOR Ida P. Rolf + (ing), biochemist, ROLF, to practice type of massage [v] 

RONTGEN EGNNORT Wilhem Roentgen, German physicist, roentgen (unit of radiation dosage) [n -S] 

ROOFIES EFIOORS Ro(ofies) hypnols, ROOFIE, tablet of powerful sedative (Rohypnol) [n] 

ROOKIES EIKOORS rec(ookies)ruits, ROOKIE, novice (person new to any field or activity) [n] 

ROSCOES CEOORSS John Moses Roscoe(s), American firearm designer, ROSCOE, pistol [n] 

ROSELLA AELLORS Rose Hill(ella), New South Wales, where first found), Australian parakeet [n -S] 

ROZZERS EORRSZZ Ross(zz)endale(rs), Lancashire, where of Robert Peel established first police force, ROZZER, policeman [n] 

RUBABOO ABBOORU roux (French) + (b) aboo (Algonquin), type of soup [n -S] 

RUBBIES BBEIRSU rubbing + (ies) alcohol, RUBBY, alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol [n] 

RUMDUMS     DMMRSUU     rum + dumbs, RUMDUM, alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism) [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

S 

SAFROLE AEFLORS sassafras oil(e), poisonous liquid [n -S] 

SAFROLS AFLORSS sassafras oil(s),SAFROL, safrole (poisonous liquid) [n] 

SAGGARD AADGGRS safeg(g)uard, saggar (protective clay casing) [n -S] 

SAGGARS AAGGRSS safeg(g)uards, SAGGAR, to bake in saggar (protective clay casing) [v] 

SAGGERS AEGGRSS safeg(g)uards, SAGGER, to saggar (to bake in saggar (protective clay casing)) [v] 

SAMBAED AABDEMS z(s)ambacueca + (ed), SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SARKIER AEIKRRS sarc(k)astic + (ier), SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SARKILY AIKLRSY sarc(k)astic + (ily), SARKY, sarcastic [adv] 

SARNIES AEINRSS sa(r)ndwhich(es), SARNIE, sandwich [n] 

SATCOMS     ACMOSST     satellite + communications, SATCOM, satellite communications [n] 

SAXHORN AHNORSX Adolphe Sax +(horn), Belgian instrument maker, brass wind instrument [n -S] 

SAXISTS AISSSTX Adolphe Sax +(ists), Belgian instrument maker, SAXIST, saxophone player [n] 

SAXTUBA AABSTUX Adolphe Sax +(tuba), Belgian instrument maker, bass saxhorn [n -S] 

SCANDIA AACDINS Scandinavia + (a) (named in honor of Swedish discoverer, Lars Nilson, oxide of scandium [n -S] 

SCANDIC ACCDINS Scandinavia + (c) (named in honor of Swedish discoverer, Lars Nilson, SCANDIUM, metallic element [adj] 

SCHIZOS CHIOSSZ schizoids, person affected with schizophrenia (type of psychotic disorder) [n] 

SCHIZZY CHISYZZ schizhoid(zy), affected with schizophrenia (type of psychotic disorder) [adj] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS schneid(er) German for one who cuts cloth, losing streak “get off the schneid” [n -S] 

SCOUSES CEOSSSU lobscouses, SCOUSE, type of meat stew [n] 

SCRUMMY CMMRSUY scrum(my)ptious, delicious, [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

SCUBAED ABCDESU SCUBA (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) +(ed), to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air  [v] 

SECPARS     ACEPRSS     one second + of parallax + (s), SECPAR, parsec (unit of astronomical distance) [n] 

SELSYNS ELNSSSY self-synchronized(s), type of remote-control device [n] 
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SEXPERT     EEPRSTX     sex + expert, expert on sexual matters [n -S] 

SEXTING     EGINSTX     sexually explicit + texting, sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [v] 

SFERICS CEFIRSS atmosph(f)erics, electronic detector of storms [n SFERICS] 

SHADDUP     ADDHPSU     shut (add) + up, used to silence someone , [interj] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS sheep + people, people likened to sheep [n -S] 

SHELTIE EEHILST Shetland + (tie) Islands, Scotland (where found), small, shaggy pony [n -S] 

SHEROES     EEHORSS     she + heroes, SHERO, woman regarded as hero [n] 

SHINDIG DGHIINS shin + dig, elaborate dance or party [n -S] 

SHORANS     AHNORSS     short + range + navigations, SHORAN, type of navigational system [n] 

SHORTIA AHIORST Charles Wilkins Short + (ia), American botanist, perennial herb [n -S] 

SHOWBIZ     BHIOSWZ     show + bus(biz)iness, show business [n -ZZES] 

SHROOMS     HMOORSS     mushrooms, SHROOM, mushroom (type of fungus) [n] 

SIBSHIP BHIIPSS sibling + (ship), group of children having same parents [n -S] 

SIEMENS EEIMNSS Werner von Siemens, German inventor, unit of electrical conductance [n SIEMENS, -ES] 

SIENITE EEIINST Sy(i)ene + (ite), (Aswan), Egypt, where found, syenite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

SITCOMS     CIMOSST     situation + comedies, SITCOM, television comedy series with continuing characters [n] 

SITREPS     EIPRSST     situation + reports, SITREP, report on current military situation [n] 

SKEDDED     DDDEEKS     sch(k)ed(d)uled, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v] 

SKIBOBS BBIKOSS ski + bobsleighs, SKIBOB, to ride bike-like vehicle with skis instead of wheels [v] 

SKIDDOO DDIKOOS skid(d)oodle wagon (automobile), to go away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKIDOOS DIKOOSS skidoodle wagon + (s) (automobile),  SKIDOO, to skiddoo (to go away) [v] 

SKRYING GIKNRSY desc(k)rying, SKRY, to scry (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [v] 

SKYJACK     ACJKKSY     sky + hijack, to hijack airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEAZOS AELOSSZ sleazy + os, SLEAZO, person of low morals or character [n] 

SLURBAN  ABLNRSU  sloppy or sleazy or slum + suburban, poorly planned suburban area [adj] 

SLURVES     ELRSSUV     slider + curves, SLURVE, type of pitch in baseball [n] 

SNAFUED ADEFNSU situation normal: all fouled up + (ed), SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNOOZLE     ELNOOSZ     snooze + nuzzle, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SOLUNAR     ALNORSU     solar + lunar, listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj] 

SOVKHOZ     HKOOSVZ     sovetsko + khozyaistvo, state-owned farm in former Soviet Union [n -ES, -Y] 

SPAMBOT ABMOPST spam + robot, computer program that sends out unsolicited e-mail [n -S] 

SPANDEX ADENPSX expands (arbitrary anagram), synthetic elastic fiber [n -ES] 

SPECCED CCDEEPS spec(ced)ifications, SPEC, to write specifications for [v] 

SPECCING CCEGINPS spec(cing)ifications, SPEC, to write specifications for [v] 

SPECTED CDEEPST ex(s)pected, to expect [v] 

SPEEDOS     DEEOPSS     speedometers, SPEEDO, speedometer [n] 
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SPLAKES     AEKLPSS     speckled trout + lake trouts, SPLAKE, freshwater fish [n] 

SPYWARE     AEPRSWY     spy + software, computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n -S] 

SQUARKS     AKQRSSU     supersymmetric + quarks, SQUARK, hypothetical boson analogue of quark [n] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU squiggle + twirls or swirls, SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

STALAGS     AAGLSST     Stammlagers, STALAG, German prisoner-of-war camp [n] 

STEMSON EMNOSST stem +keelson, supporting timber of ship [n -S] 

STENTOR ENORSTT Stentor, herald in Trojan War, person having very loud voice [n -S] 

STEVIAS AEISSTV Pedro Jaime Esteve, + (ia), Spanish physician and botanist, , STEVIA, South American herb with sweet-tasting leaves [n] 

SUBDEBS  BDEESSU sub  + debutantes, SUBDEB, girl year before she becomes debutante [n] 

SUSSING GINSSSU sus(s)pecting, SUSS, to figure out or check out [v] 

SYENITE EEINSTY Syene + (ite), (Aswan), Egypt, where found, syenite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

SYNCHRO CHNORSY synchronization or synchronized, selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S] 

SYNCOMS     CMNOSSY     synchronous + communication satellites, SYNCOM, type of communication satellite [n] 

SYNDETS     DENSSTY     synthetic + detergents, SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n] 

SYNDICS CDINSSY syndicus, delegate of business [n] 

SYNFUEL     EFLNSUY     synthetic + fuel, SYNFUEL, fuel derived from fossil fuels [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

T 

TANGELO     AEGLNOT     tangerine + pomelo, citrus fruit [n -S] 

TANKINI     AIIKNNT     tank top + bikini, woman’s swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S] 

TANNOYS     ANNOSTY     tan(n)talum + alloys, TANNOY, trademark [n] 

TANTARA AAANRTT taratantara, sound of trumpet or horn [n -S] 

TARMACS     AACMRST     tar + macadams, TARMAC, to cause (aircraft) to sit on taxiway [v] 

TAXICAB     AABCITX     taximeter + cabriolet, automobile for hire [n -S] 

TECHIES     CEEHIST     technician + ies, TECHIE, technician [n] 

TECHNOS     CEHNOST     technology + (s) enhanced music, TECHNO, style of disco music [n] 

TEEVEES     EEEESTV     t(ee)elev(ee)isions, TEEVEE, television [n] 

TEKKIES     EEIKKST     tech(kk)nician + ies, TEKKIE, techie (technician) [n] 

TELECOM     CEELMOT     telecommunication, telecommunication [n -S] 

TELEFAX     AEEFLTX     telephonic + facs(x)imile, to transmit graphic material over telephone lines [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEMAN AEELMNT telecommunications + man, naval officer [n -MEN] 

TELERAN AEELNRT television + radar  air + navigation, system of air navigation [n -S]  

TELEXED DEEELTX  teleprinter + exchanges + (ed), TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TELEXES     EEELSTX     teleprinter + exchanges, TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TELLIES EEILLST tel(li)evisions, TELLY, television set [n] 

TELNETS     EELNSTT     telephone + networks, TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [n] 
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THORIUM HIMORTU Thor (Scandinavian god of war) + (ium), metallic element [n -S] 

THULIUM HILMTUU Thule (poetic name for Scandinavia) + (ium), metallic element [n -S] 

TIGLONS     GILNOST     tiger + lions, TIGLON, offspring of male tiger and female lion [n] 

TIMOLOL ILLMOOT thia + morpholine + (ol), drug used to treat glaucoma [n -S] 

TIMOTHY HIMOTTY Timothy Hanson, American farmer who introduced it, European grass [n -HIES] 

TOFUTTI FIOTTTU tofu + gelat(t)i, trademark [n -S] 

TOKAMAK  AAKKMOT Russian to(roidal’naya) kam(eras) ak(sial’nym magnitnym polem) [n -S] 

TOKOMAK AKKMOOT Russian to(roidal’naya) ko(a)m(eras) ak(sial’nym magnitnym polem) [n -S] 

TOLEDOS DELOOST Toledo + (s), Spain, where crafted, TOLEDO, finely tempered sword [n] 

TOONIES     EINOOST     two + loonies, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n] 

TOPKICK CIKKOPT top + sidekick, first sergeant [n -S] 

TRANKED ADEKNRT tranq(k)utilized, to tranquilize [v] 

TRIMPOT    IMOPRTT     trimmer + potentiometer, small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S] 

TRISHAW AHIRSTW tricycle + rickshaw, pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n -S] 

TROCARS ACORRST trois (three) + carre +(s) ((sides), TROCAR, surgical instrument [n] 

TROFFER EFFORRT trough + coffer, fixture for fluorescent lighting [n -S] 

TRUDGEN DEGNRTU John Trudgen, English swimmer, swimming stroke [n -S] 

TWEENER EEENRTW between + er, player having some but not all qualifications for two or more positions [n -S] 

TWERKED DEEKRTW twitched + jerked, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v] 

TWOFERS EFORSTW two + for (s), TWOFER, something sold at rate of two for price of one [n] 

TWOONIE     EINOOTW     two + loonie, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

U 

UFOLOGY FGLOOUY unidentified flying object + (logy), study of unidentified flying objects [n -GIES] 

ULEXITE EEILTUX Georg Ludwig Ulex + (ite), German chemist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ULTISOL ILLOSTU ultimate + soil, reddish-yellow acid soil [n -S] 

UMPTEEN     EEMNPTU     umpty (Morse Code colloquial name for dash) + teen, indefinitely numerous [adj] 

UNAKITE AEIKNTU Unaka +(ite) Mountains, Western North Carolina, where found, igneous rock [n -S] 

UNICOMS CIMNOSU universal communications, radio communications system at some airports [n] 

UNITARD     ADINRTU     unit + leotard, leotard that also covers legs [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

V 

VARROAS AAORRSV Marcus Terentius Varro + (as), Roman beekeeper and scholar, VARROA, mite that is parasite of honeybee [n] 

VAWARDS AADRSVW avante gu(w)ard, + (s), VAWARD, foremost part [n] 

VEEJAYS     AEEJSVY     v(ee)ideo + j(ay)ockeys, VEEJAY, announcer on program of music videos [n] 
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VEEPEES     EEEEPSV     v(ee)ice + p(ee)residents, VEEPEE, veep (vice president) [n -S] 

VENTURI EINRTUV Giovanni Venturi, Italian physicist, device for measuring flow of fluid [n -S] 

VERNIER EEINRRV Pierre Vernier, French mathematician, auxiliary scale used with main scale to obtain fine measurements [n -S] 

VIDALIA AADIILV Vidalia, Georgia, where grown, sweet onion of southern U.S. [n -S] 

VIDICON     CDIINOV     video + iconoscopetype of television camera tube, [n -S] 

VIDIOTS     DIIOSTV     video + idiots, VIDIOT, habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n] 

VLOGGED     DEGGLOV     video + web + logged, VLOG, to blog video material [v] 

VLOGGER     EGGLORV     video + web + logger, one that vlogs (to blog video material)  [n -S] 

VOCODER     CDEOORV     voice + coder, electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n -S] 

VODCAST     ACDOSTV     video + pod + broadcast, to make video files available for download over Internet [v -VODCAST or -ED, -ING, -S] 

VOLTAGE AEGLOTV Alessandro Volta + (ge), Italian physicist, electromotive force expressed in volts [n -S] 

VOLTAIC ACILOTV Alessandro Volta + (ic), Italian physicist, VOLTAISM, electricity produced by chemical action [adj] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

W 

WANNABE     AABENNW     want + (na) (to) + be, one who aspires to be like someone else [n -S] 

WAREZES     AEERSWZ     illegally copied softwares(ze) + s, WAREZ, illegally copied software [n] 

WAVICLE     ACEILVW     wave + particle, subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n -S] 

WEBCAMS  ABCEMSW World Wide Web + cameras, camera used for transmitting live images over World Wide Web [n] 

WEBCAST     ABCESTW     World Wide Web + broadcast, to transmit sound and images via World Wide Web [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEBINAR     ABEINRW     web + seminar, live interactive educational presentation conducted on website [n -S] 

WEBLOGS     BEGLOSW     website + logs, WEBLOG, website that contains online personal journal [n] 

WEBZINE     BEEINWZ     web + magazine, magazine published on Internet [n -S] 

WEEJUNS EEJNSUW Norwe(e)gians(juns) fisherman’s loafer / trademark [n] 

WEIGELA AEEGILW Christian Weigel + (a), German physician, flowering shrub [n -S] 

WELLIES EEILLSW Welli(es)ngton, WELLIE, Wellington boot [n] / WELLY, wellie [n] 

WHATCHA     AACHHTW     what + cha (do you?), greeting [interj] 

WHATSIS     AHISSTW      what + this + is, whatsit (something whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n -ES] 

WHATSIT     AHISTTW      what + is + it?, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n -S] 

WHOOSIS     HIOOSSW     who(o)’s + this?, object or person whose name is not known [n -ES] 

WHOSITS     HIOSSTW     who + is + it(s)?, WHOSIT, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 

WITTOLS ILOSTTW wit(t) + cuckolds, WITTOL, man who tolerates his wife's infidelity [n] 

WOODSIA ADIOOSW James Woods(ia), English botanist, small fern [n -S] 

WOOPIES EIOOPSW well-off older person + ie, WOOPIE, well-off older person / WOOPY, woopie [n] 

WOTCHER     CEHORTW     what (ot) + are (cher) you up to?, used as casual greeting [interj] 

WYSIWYG     GISWWYY     what + you + see + is + what + you + get, denoting text on display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on printout [adj] 
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Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

X 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

Y 

YIPPIES     EIIPPSY     Youth + International + Party + hippies, YIPPIE, politically radical hippie [n] 

YPERITE EEIPRTY Yp(e)res + (ite) Belgium, where used, poisonous gas [n -S] 

YTTRIAS AIRSTTY Ytterby + (ias), Sweden, where found, of YTTRIA, chemical compound [n] 

YTTRIUM IMRTTUY Ytterby + (ium), Sweden, where found, metallic element [n -S] 

YUPPIES     EIPPSUY     Young + Urban + Professional + pies, YUPPIE / YUPPY, young professional person working in city [n] 

YUPPIFY     FIPPUYY     Young + Urban + Professional + pify, to make appealing to yuppies ,  [v -FIED, -FYING, -FIES] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 7s 

Z 

ZEBRASS     ABERSSZ     zebra + ass, offspring of zebra and ass [n -ES] 

ZEBRINE     BEEINRZ     zebra + equine, offspring of male horse and female zebra [n -S] 

ZILCHES CEHILSZ Mr. Zilch + (es), Balyhoo comic character, ZILCH, nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [n] 

ZOYSIAS AIOSSYZ Austrian botanist Carl von Zoys + (ias) zu Laubach, ZOYSIA, perennial grass [n] 


	A
	ABFARAD AAABDFR absolute + Michael Farad(ay), British scientist, unit of capacitance [n -S]
	ABHENRY ABEHNRY absolute + Joseph Henry, American scientist, unit of inductance [n -S, -RIES]
	ABVOLTS ABLOSTV absolute + Alessandro Volt(a)s, Italian physicist, ABVOLT, unit of electromotive force [n]
	ABWATTS AABSTTW absolute + James Watt + (s), Scottish inventor, ABWATT, unit of power [n]
	B
	BACCIES ABCCEIS tobacc(ie)os, BACCY, tobacco (annual herb cultivated for its leaves) [n]
	BALLUTE     ABELLTU     balloon + parachute, small inflatable parachute [n -S]
	BEATNIK     ABEIKNT     beat + Sputnik, nonconformist [n -S]
	BEAUTER ABEERTU beautiful(l)er, beautiful  [adj]
	BEEFALO     ABEEFLO     beef + buffalo, offspring of American buffalo and domestic cattle [n -S, -ES]
	BEGORAH    ABEGHOR      by + e + god + rah, used as mild oath [interj]
	BEGORRA     ABEGORR      by + e + god + rra, used as mild oath [interj]
	BENDAYS ABDENSY BENjamin + DAY + s, BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v]
	BEVVIES BEEISVV bev(vie)erages, BEVVY, alcoholic drink [n]
	BICARBS ABBCIRS bicarbonate of sodas, sodium bicarbonate [n]
	BICRONS BCINORS billionth + microns, BICRON, one billionth of a meter [n]
	BIOPICS     BCIIOPS     biography + pictures, BIOPIC, biographical movie [n]
	BITCHEN BCEHINT bitch(en)ing, excellent [adj]
	BIZJETS BEIJSTZ biz (business) + jets, business jet-plane [n]
	BLANKIE ABEIKLN blanket + ie, child’s blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n -S]
	BOATELS     ABELOST     boat + hotels, BOATEL, waterside hotel [n]
	BOLSHIE     BEHILOS     Bolshevik + (e), Bolshevik [n -S]
	BOTNETS BENOSTT robot + networks, network of computers controlled by malware [n]
	BOVVERS BEORSVV bo(vv)thers, BOVVER, rowdy behavior [n]
	BREKKIE     BEEIKKR     break(kie)fast, breakfast [n -S]
	BRILLER BEILLRR brill(iant) + er, BRILL, brilliant [adj]
	BROASTS ABORRST broil + roasts, broil and roast food [n]
	BUPPIES     BEIPPSU     black + urban + professionals + (pies), BUPPIE, BUPPY black professional person working in a city [n]
	C
	CALPAIN     AACILNP     calmodulin + papain, enzyme for digesting proteins [n -S]
	CAMCORD     ACCDMOR     camera + recorder, to videotape with portable camera [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CAMMIES ACEIMMS cam(mie)ouflages, CAMMIE, camouflage [n]
	CANKLES ACEKLNS calf + ankles, thick ankle [n]
	CAPCOMS ACCMOPS capsule + communicators, ground operator who communicates with astronaut [n]
	CAPTCHA AACCHPT completely automated public turing test to tell computers and humans apart, Turing test used to vet website users [n-S]
	CARJACK     AACCJKR     car + hijack, to steal vehicle from its driver by force [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CATALOS     AACLOST     cattle + buffalos, CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n]
	CATTALO     AACLOTT     cattle + buffalo, catalo (hybrid between buffalo and cow) [n -S]
	CELOTEX     CEELOTX     cellulose + texture, trademark [n -ES]
	CERAMAL     AACELMR     ceramic + alloy, heat-resistant alloy [n -S]
	CERMETS     CEEMRST     ceramic + metals, CERMET, ceramal (heat-resistant alloy) [n]
	CHEDITE CDEEHIT Chedde(ite) in Haute-Savoie on border of Switzerland and France, explosive [n -S]
	CHILLAX     ACHILLX     chill + relax, to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CHROMOS CHMOORS chromolithographs, type of color picture [n]
	CHUNNEL     CEHLNNU     Channel + tunnel, tunnel under English Channel [n -S]
	CIGGIES CEGGIIS cig(gie)arette(s), plural of CIGGY and CIGGIE, cigarette [n]
	CIPHONY     CHINOPY     cipher + telephony, electronic scrambling of voice transmissions [n -NIES]
	COCOYAM     ACCMOOY     coconut + yam, tropical plant having edible rootstocks [n -S]
	COLTANS ACLMOST columbite + tantalite(s), black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n]
	COMMISH     CHIMMOS     commis(h)sioner, commissioner [n -ES]
	COMSATS     ACMOSST     communication + satellites, COMSAT, trademark [n]
	COMSYMP     CMMOPSY     Communist + sympathizer, offensive word [n -S]
	CONFABS ABCFNOS confabulations, to chat [n]
	CONLANG ACGLNNO constructed + language, constructed language [n -S]
	COPTERS CEOPRST helicopters, COPTER, helicopter [n]
	CORDITE CDEIORT cord(ite) (due in its stringlike appearance), explosive powder, [n -S]
	COYDOGS     CDGOOSY     coyote + dogs, COYDOG, hybrid between coyote and wild dog [n]
	CRICKEY CCEIKRY Jesus Christ + (key), used as mild oath [interj]
	CRIMINE CEIIMNR Jesus Christ + (mine), used to express surprise or anger [interj]
	CRIMINY CIIMNRY Jesus Christ + (miny) , crimine (used to express surprise or anger) [interj]
	CYBORGS     BCGORSY     cybernetic + organisms, CYBORG, human linked to mechanical device for life support [n]
	D
	DAMFOOL     ADFLMOO     damned + fool, stupid or foolish person [n -S]
	DAYMARE     AADEMRY     day + nightmare, nightmarish fantasy experienced while awake [n -S]
	DEEJAYS     ADEEJSY     d(ee)isc + j(ay)ockeys, DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v]
	DEFRAGS ADEFGRS defragmentations, DEFRAG, to eliminate fragmentation in computer file [v]
	DEMIREP DEEIMPR demi + reputable, prostitute [n -S]
	DIDDUMS     DDDIMSU      did + (d) they do some(um)thing to you? + s, used to express sympathy to child [interj]
	DIGICAM     ACDGIIM     digital + camera, digital camera [n -S]
	DIGOXIN     DGIINOX     digitalis + toxin, drug to improve heart function [n -S]
	DIMOUTS     DIMOSTU     dim + blackouts, DIMOUT, condition of partial darkness [n]
	DUNNITE DEINNTU Dun + (nite) Mountain, New Zealand, explosive [n -S]
	E
	EBONICS     BCEINOS     ebony + phonics, dialect of English spoken by some African-Americans [n]
	ECOGIFT     CEFGIOT     ecological + gift, donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n -S]
	ECOTAGE     ACEEGOT     ecology + sabotage, obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n -S]
	ECOTOUR     CEOORTU     ecology + tour, [n -S] / to engage in ecotourism [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ECOZONE     CEENOOZ     ecological + zone, regional ecosystem [n -S]
	ELECTRO CEELORT electrostatic, to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, S]
	ELEVONS     EELNOSV     elevator + ailerons, ELEVON, type of airplane control surface [n]
	EMAILED     ADEEILM     electronic + mailed, EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v]
	EMOCORE CEEMOOR emotional + hardcore, emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n -S]
	EXCIMER     CEEIMRX     excited + dimer, dimer (molecule composed of two identical molecules) that exists in excited state [n -S]
	F
	FANFICS     ACFFINS     fan + fictions, FANFIC, fiction written by fans of admired work [n]
	FANZINE     AEFINNZ     fan + magazine, magazine written by and for enthusiastic devotees [n -S]
	FEDEXES     DEEEFSX     Federal + Express + es, to send by Federal Express [v]
	FERBAMS     ABEFMRS     ferrite + dimethyldithiocarbamates, FERBAM, fungicide [n]
	FLOATEL     AEFLLOT     float + hotel, houseboat used as hotel [n -S]
	FLOTELS     EFLLOST     floating + hotels, FLOTEL, floatel (houseboat used as hotel) [n]
	FOREXES      EEFORSX      foreign + exchanges, FOREX, foreign exchange [n]
	FRACKED ACDEFKR hydraulic frac(ked)turing, engaged in fracking (injection of fluid into shale beds in order to freeing up petroleum reserves) [v]
	FRAGGED ADEFGGR frag(ged)mentation, grenade, to injure with type of grenade [v]
	FREEGAN     AEEFGNR     free + vegan, activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n -S]
	FRENEMY     EEFMNRY     friend + enemy, one who pretends to be a friend but is actually enemy [n -MIES]
	FUNSTER     EFNRSTU     fun + jokester, one that makes fun; comedian [n -S]
	G
	GALUMPH     AGHLMPU     gallop + triumph, to move clumsily [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GANGSTA AAGGNST gangster + a, member of street gang [n-S]
	GAPOSIS AGIOPSS gap + osis (humorous reference to medical condition), gap in row of buttons or snaps [n- SISES]
	GAYDARS     AADGRSY     gay + radars, GAYDAR, ability to recognize that person is homosexual [n]
	GENLOCK     CEGKLNO     generator + locking, [n -S] / to use device designed to synchronize video signals [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GENOMES EEGNOMS gene + chromosomes, GENOME, haploid set of chromosomes [n]
	GESTAPO     AEGOPST     Geheime + Staatspolizei, secret-police organization [n -S]
	GIDDYAP     ADDGIPY      get (idd) + ye + up (ap), giddap (used as command to horse to go faster) [interj]
	GIDDYUP     DDGIPUY      get (idd) + ye + up, giddap (used as command to horse to go faster) [interj]
	GIMMIES EGIIMMS give it to m(mi)e + (s), GIMMIE, easy golf putt conceded to opponent [n]
	GOLDARN ADGLNOR Go(l)d + da(r)mn, to damn [v -S, -ED, -ING]
	GOLDURN DGLNORN Go(l)d + du(r)n, goldarn (to damn) [n -S]
	GOTCHAS     ACGHOST     got + you (cha) + s, GOTCHA, instance of catching person out in deceit or wrongdoing [n]
	GRAMMAS     AAGMMRS     grand + (m) + mas, GRAMMA, grandmother [n]
	GRAMPAS     AAGMPRS     grand + (m) + pas, GRAMPA, grandfather [n]
	GRANDAM     AADGMNR     grand + dame, grandmother [n -S]
	GRAWLIX AGILRWX grawlix euphemistic symbolic typography (coined by Mort Walker creator of Beetle Bailey comic strip) [n -ES]
	GREMMIE EEGIMMR grem(lin) + mie, inexperienced surfer [n- S]
	GRIZZES EGIRSZZ grizzly bear(e)s, large bears [n]
	GYPLURE EGLPRUY gypsy moth + lure, synthetic attractant to trap gypsy moths [n -S]
	GYRENES EEGNRSY Government + I(Y)ssue + Mari(e)ne, GYRENE, marine (soldier trained for service at sea and on land) [n]
	H
	HAYLAGE AAEGHLY hay + silage, type of hay [n -S]
	HAZMATS AAHMSTZ     hazardous + materials, HAZMAT, hazardous material [n]
	HECKUVA     ACEHKUV     heck + of (uv) + a, heck of a [adj]
	HELIPAD     ADEHILP     helicopter + pad, heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S]
	HELISKI     EHIIKLS     helicopter + ski, to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	HELLUVA     AEHLLUV     hell + of (uv) + a, disagreeable [adj]
	HORNDOG DGHNOOR horny + dog, sexually aggressive male [n -S]
	HOWDIED DDEHIOW how do you do? + ied, HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do” [v]
	HOWDIES DEHIOSW how do you do? + ies, HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do” [v]
	HUMIDEX DEHIMUX humidity + index, index of discomfort [n -ES]
	HUMINTS     HIMNSTU     human + intelligence agents, HUMINT, secret intelligence-gathering by agents [n]
	HUMVEES     EEHMSUV     high + (u) + mobility + multipurpose wheeled + ve(e)hicles, HUMVEE, type of motor vehicle [n -S]
	I
	IMPROVS IMOPRSV improvisations, act of improvising (to compose, recite, play, or sing extemporaneously [n]
	J
	JAMMIES AEIJMMS pajam(mies)as, pajamas (garment for sleeping or lounging) [n]
	JAYGEES     AEEGJSY     j(ay)unior + g(ee)rades, JAYGEE, military officer [n]
	JAYVEES     AEEJSVY     j(ay)unior + v(ee)arsity players, JAYVEE, junior varsity player [n]
	JAZZBOS     ABJOSZZ     jazz + bowties, JAZZBO, devotee pf jazz (style pf lively syncopated music) [n]
	JEEPERS EEEJPRS Jesus + epers, used as mild oath [interj]
	JEEPNEY     EEEJNPY     jeep + jitney, Philippine jitney (small bus) [n -S]
	JERRIES EEIJRRS (j)Germans + ries, JERRY, German solider [n]
	JETPORT     EJOPRTT     jet + airport, type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S]
	JIMMINY IIJMMNY Jesus Ge(ji)mini(y), jiminy (used to express surprise) [interj]
	JOURNOS     JNOORSU     journ(o)alists, JOURNO, writer for news medium [n]
	JUMARED ADEJMRU Jurgen and Walter Marti + ed—inventors of mountaineering climbing tool [v]
	K
	KIDLITS     DIIKLST     kid + literatures, KIDLIT, literature for children [n]
	KIDVIDS     DDIIKSV     kiddie + videos, KIDVID, television programs for children [n]
	KLAVERN     AEKLNRV     Ku Klux Klan + cavern, local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n -S]
	KLEAGLE     AEEGKLL     Ku Klux Klan + eagle, official in Ku Klux Klan [n -S]
	KLEPTOS     EKLOPST     kleptomaniacs, KLEPTO, one that steals impulsively  [n]
	KOLKHOZ     HKKLOOZ     kollektivnoe + khozyaistvo, collective farm in Russia [n -ES or -Y]
	L
	LACTAMS     AACLMST     lactone + amides, LACTAM, chemical compound [n]
	LAOGAIS     AAGILOS     laodong + gaizao + s, LAOGAI, system of forced-labor camps in China [n]
	LIBLABS     ABBILLS     liberals + labors, LIBLAB, person supporting coalition of liberal and labor groups [n]
	LIMPSEY     EILMPSY     limp + flims(e)y, limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj -SIER, -SIEST]
	LINOCUT     CILNOTU     linoleum + cut, print made from design cut into linoleum [n -S]
	LOIDING      DGIILNO celluloid + ing, LOID, to open spring lock by using piece of celluloid [v]
	LOOKITS     IKLOOST     look at + it + s, LOOKIT, to look at [v]
	LYDDITE DDEILTY Lydd + (ite), England (where explosive first tested), explosive [n -S]
	M
	MAGALOG     AAGGLMO     magazine + catalog, sales catalog resembling magazine [n -S]
	MAGLEVS     AEGLMSV     magnetic + levitations, MAGLEV, train using magnets to move above tracks [n]
	MALWARE     AAELMRW     malevolent + software, software designed to disable computers [n -S]
	MASCONS     ACMNOSS     mass + concentrations, MASCON, concentration of dense mass beneath moon’s surface [n]
	MATRICS      ACIMRST      matriculations, MATRIC, matriculation (admission into university) [n]
	MAXIMIN AIIMMNX maximum + minima, maximum set of minima [n]
	MAYDAYS AADMSYY venez m’aider mayday (French for “come and help me), radio distress call [n]
	MEDEVAC     ACDEEMV     medical + evacuation, to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S, -KED, -KING, -S]
	MEDIGAP     ADEGIMP     medical insurance + gap, supplemental health insurance [n -S]
	MEDIVAC     ACDEIMV     medical + evacuation, medevac (to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -KED, -KING, -S]
	MIDCULT     CDILMTU     middle class + culture, middle class culture [n -S]
	MING IER     EGIIMNR     mean + stingier, MINGY, mean and stingy [adj]
	MINGILY GIILMNY mean + stingier, MINGY, mean and stingy [adv]
	MINIMAX AIIMMNX minimum + maxima, minimum set of maxima [n]
	MOBLOGS     BGLMOOS     mobile phone + web+ log, MOBLOG, weblog with data posted from cell phone [n]
	N
	NAVAIDS     AADINSV     navigation + aids, NAVAID, navigational device [n]
	NEATNIK     AEIKNNT     neat + beatnik, compulsively neat person [n -S]
	NECKLET CEEKLNT necklace + bracelet, close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n]
	NEOCONS     CENNOOS     neo + Conservatives, NEOCON, neoconservative [n]
	NETBOOK     BEKNOOT     Internet + notebook computer, small portable computer [n -S]
	NETIZEN     EEINNTZ     Internet + citizen, frequent user of Internet [n -S]
	NETSURF     EFNRSTU     Internet + surf, to browse Internet for information [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	NEWBIES     BEEINSW     newcomer(bie)s, NEWBIE, newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n]
	NEWSIES     EEINSSW     newsboy(ie)s, NEWSY, newsboy (boy who delivers or sells newspapers) [n]
	NITINOL     IILNNOT     nickel + titanium + Naval, + Ordnance + Laboratory, alloy of nickel and titanium [n -S]
	NONCOMS     CMNNOOS     non-commissioned + officers, NONCOM, noncommissioned officer [n]
	O
	OCICATS     ACCIOST     oc(i)elot + cats, OCICAT, domestic cat having short spotted coat [n]
	ORATURE AEORRTU oral + literature, oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S]
	OVONICS     CINOOSV     Ovshinsky (U.S. inventor) + electronics, OVONIC, electronic device [n]
	P
	PARSECS     ACEPRSS     parallax + seconds, PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n]
	PEDWAYS     ADEPSWY     pedestrian + walkways, PEDWAY, walkway for pedestrians only [n]
	PEKEPOO     EEKOOPP     Pekingese + Poodle, peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n -S]
	PENULTS ELNPSTU penultimate + s, next to last syllable in word [n]
	PHARMAS     AAHMPRS      pharmaceutical companies, PHARMA, pharmaceutical company [n]
	PHARMER     AEHMPRR     pharmaceutical + farmer, one who participates in pharming (production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals) [n -S]
	PHENOMS EHMNOPS phenomenal(s), person of extraordinary ability or promise [n]
	PHISHED DEHHIPS phreak + fisher, PHISH, practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [v]
	PHISHES EHHIPSS phreak + fishes, PHISH, practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information  [v]
	PHREAKS     AEHKPRS     phone + freaks, PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid bills [v]
	PHYSEDS     DEHPSSY     physical + educations, PHYSED, physical education [n]
	PLAINED ADEILNP complained, PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v]
	PLUGOLA     AGLLOPU     plug + payola [n -S] free incidental advertising on radio or television
	PODCAST     ACDOPST     ipod + broadcast, to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v PODCAST or -ED. -ING, -S]
	POLYBAG     ABGLOPY     polyethylene + bag, to place something in polyethylene bag [v -GGED, -GGING, -S]
	POSTDOC      CDOOPST      one engaged in postdoctoral study, one engaged in postdoctoral study [n -S]
	POSTOPS OOPPSST post + operations, POSTOP, patient after undergoing surgical operation [n]
	PRECIPS CEIPPRS precipitations, precipitation [n]
	PREEMIE     EEEIMPR     pre(emie)mature, infant born prematurely [n -S]
	PREFABS     ABEFPRS     previously + fabricated + (s), PREFAB, to construct beforehand [v]
	PRELIMS     EILMPRS     preliminaries, PRELIM, preliminary match [n]
	PREMEDS     DEEMPRS     pre-medical students, PREMED, student preparing for study of medicine [n]
	PREMIES     EEIMPRS     pre(mie)mature + s, PREMIE, preemie (infant born prematurely) [n]
	PRENUPS     ENPPRSU     prenuptials, PRENUP, agreement made by couple before they marry [n]
	PREPPIE     EEIPPPR     prep(pie)aratory school student, one who preps [n -S]
	PREPREG     EEGPPRR     previously + impregnated, reinforcing material already impregnated with synthetic resin [n -S]
	PREQUEL     EELPQRU     precede + sequel, book whose story precedes that of earlier work [n -S]
	PREXIES     EEIPRSX     pres(xie)dents, PREXY, president [n]
	PREZZIE     EEIPRZZ     presi(zzie)dent, gift [n -S]
	PRITHEE EEHIPRT I pray(i)thee, used to express wish or request [interj]
	PROMOED     DEMOOPR     promoted, PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v]
	PROPJET     EJOPPRT     propeller + jet, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S]
	PROPMAN     AMNOPPR     property + man, man in charge of stage properties [n -MEN]
	PRYTHEE EEHPRTY I pray(i)thee, prithee (used to express wish or request) [interj]
	PSYCHOS     CHOPSSY     psychopathic + persons, PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n]
	PSYWARS     APRSSWY     psychological + warfares, PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n]
	PUGGLES EGGLPSU pug + beagle(s), cross between pug and beagle [n]
	Q
	QUANGOS  AGNOQSU  quasi + non-governmental + organizations, QUANGO, public administrative board [n]
	QUASARS     AAQRSSU     quasi + stellar + s, QUASAR, distant celestial object emitting strong radio waves [n]
	QUBYTES     BEQSTUY     quantum + bytes, QUBYTE, sequence of eight quantum bits [n]
	QWERTYS     EQRSTWY     Q + W + E + R + T + Y + S, QWERTY, standard keyboard [n]
	R
	RACINOS     ACINORS     racing + casinos, RACINO, racetrack at which slot machines are available [n]
	RADOMES     ADEMORS     radar + domes, RADOME, domelike device used to shelter radar antenna [n]
	REORGED     DEEGORR     reorganized, REORG, to reorganize (to form into orderly whole) [v]
	RIBBIES      BBEIIRS      runs + (i) + b(b)atted + in + es, RIBBIE, run batted in [n]
	RIFLIPS     FIILPRS     restriction + (i) + fragment + length + (i) + polymorphisms, RIFLIP, fragment of DNA [n]
	RITZILY IILRTYZ Cesar Ritz + (ily), Swiss hotelier, RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adv]
	ROADEOS     ADEOORS     road + rodeos, ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n]
	RUMDUMS     DMMRSUU     rum + dumbs, RUMDUM, alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism) [n]
	S
	SARKILY AIKLRSY sarc(k)astic + (ily), SARKY, sarcastic [adv]
	SATCOMS     ACMOSST     satellite + communications, SATCOM, satellite communications [n]
	SCHIZOS CHIOSSZ schizoids, person affected with schizophrenia (type of psychotic disorder) [n]
	SCHIZZY CHISYZZ schizhoid(zy), affected with schizophrenia (type of psychotic disorder) [adj]
	SCHNEID CDEHINS schneid(er) German for one who cuts cloth, losing streak “get off the schneid” [n -S]
	SECPARS     ACEPRSS     one second + of parallax + (s), SECPAR, parsec (unit of astronomical distance) [n]
	SELSYNS ELNSSSY self-synchronized(s), type of remote-control device [n]
	SEXPERT     EEPRSTX     sex + expert, expert on sexual matters [n -S]
	SEXTING     EGINSTX     sexually explicit + texting, sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [v]
	SHADDUP     ADDHPSU     shut (add) + up, used to silence someone , [interj]
	SHEEPLE EEEHLPS sheep + people, people likened to sheep [n -S]
	SHEROES     EEHORSS     she + heroes, SHERO, woman regarded as hero [n]
	SHORANS     AHNORSS     short + range + navigations, SHORAN, type of navigational system [n]
	SHOWBIZ     BHIOSWZ     show + bus(biz)iness, show business [n -ZZES]
	SHROOMS     HMOORSS     mushrooms, SHROOM, mushroom (type of fungus) [n]
	SITCOMS     CIMOSST     situation + comedies, SITCOM, television comedy series with continuing characters [n]
	SITREPS     EIPRSST     situation + reports, SITREP, report on current military situation [n]
	SKEDDED     DDDEEKS     sch(k)ed(d)uled, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v]
	SKYJACK     ACJKKSY     sky + hijack, to hijack airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SLURVES     ELRSSUV     slider + curves, SLURVE, type of pitch in baseball [n]
	SNOOZLE     ELNOOSZ     snooze + nuzzle, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SOLUNAR     ALNORSU     solar + lunar, listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj]
	SOVKHOZ     HKOOSVZ     sovetsko + khozyaistvo, state-owned farm in former Soviet Union [n -ES, -Y]
	SPECTED CDEEPST ex(s)pected, to expect [v]
	SPEEDOS     DEEOPSS     speedometers, SPEEDO, speedometer [n]
	SPLAKES     AEKLPSS     speckled trout + lake trouts, SPLAKE, freshwater fish [n]
	SPYWARE     AEPRSWY     spy + software, computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n -S]
	SQUARKS     AKQRSSU     supersymmetric + quarks, SQUARK, hypothetical boson analogue of quark [n]
	SQUIRLS ILQRSSU squiggle + twirls or swirls, SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n]
	STALAGS     AAGLSST     Stammlagers, STALAG, German prisoner-of-war camp [n]
	SUBDEBS  BDEESSU sub  + debutantes, SUBDEB, girl year before she becomes debutante [n]
	SYNCHRO CHNORSY synchronization or synchronized, selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S]
	SYNCOMS     CMNOSSY     synchronous + communication satellites, SYNCOM, type of communication satellite [n]
	SYNDETS     DENSSTY     synthetic + detergents, SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n]
	SYNDICS CDINSSY syndicus, delegate of business [n]
	SYNFUEL     EFLNSUY     synthetic + fuel, SYNFUEL, fuel derived from fossil fuels [n -S]
	T
	TANGELO     AEGLNOT     tangerine + pomelo, citrus fruit [n -S]
	TANKINI     AIIKNNT     tank top + bikini, woman’s swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S]
	TANNOYS     ANNOSTY     tan(n)talum + alloys, TANNOY, trademark [n]
	TARMACS     AACMRST     tar + macadams, TARMAC, to cause (aircraft) to sit on taxiway [v]
	TAXICAB     AABCITX     taximeter + cabriolet, automobile for hire [n -S]
	TECHIES     CEEHIST     technician + ies, TECHIE, technician [n]
	TECHNOS     CEHNOST     technology + (s) enhanced music, TECHNO, style of disco music [n]
	TEEVEES     EEEESTV     t(ee)elev(ee)isions, TEEVEE, television [n]
	TEKKIES     EEIKKST     tech(kk)nician + ies, TEKKIE, techie (technician) [n]
	TELECOM     CEELMOT     telecommunication, telecommunication [n -S]
	TELEFAX     AEEFLTX     telephonic + facs(x)imile, to transmit graphic material over telephone lines [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TELERAN AEELNRT television + radar  air + navigation, system of air navigation [n -S]
	TELEXED DEEELTX  teleprinter + exchanges + (ed), TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v]
	TELEXES     EEELSTX     teleprinter + exchanges, TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v]
	TELNETS     EELNSTT     telephone + networks, TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [n]
	TIGLONS     GILNOST     tiger + lions, TIGLON, offspring of male tiger and female lion [n]
	TOKAMAK  AAKKMOT Russian to(roidal’naya) kam(eras) ak(sial’nym magnitnym polem) [n -S]
	TOKOMAK AKKMOOT Russian to(roidal’naya) ko(a)m(eras) ak(sial’nym magnitnym polem) [n -S]
	TOONIES     EINOOST     two + loonies, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n]
	TRANKED ADEKNRT tranq(k)utilized, to tranquilize [v]
	TRIMPOT    IMOPRTT     trimmer + potentiometer, small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S]
	TROFFER EFFORRT trough + coffer, fixture for fluorescent lighting [n -S]
	TWEENER EEENRTW between + er, player having some but not all qualifications for two or more positions [n -S]
	TWERKED DEEKRTW twitched + jerked, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]
	TWOONIE     EINOOTW     two + loonie, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n -S]
	U
	UMPTEEN     EEMNPTU     umpty (Morse Code colloquial name for dash) + teen, indefinitely numerous [adj]
	UNICOMS CIMNOSU universal communications, radio communications system at some airports [n]
	UNITARD     ADINRTU     unit + leotard, leotard that also covers legs [n -S]
	V
	VEEJAYS     AEEJSVY     v(ee)ideo + j(ay)ockeys, VEEJAY, announcer on program of music videos [n]
	VEEPEES     EEEEPSV     v(ee)ice + p(ee)residents, VEEPEE, veep (vice president) [n -S]
	VIDICON     CDIINOV     video + iconoscopetype of television camera tube, [n -S]
	VIDIOTS     DIIOSTV     video + idiots, VIDIOT, habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n]
	VLOGGED     DEGGLOV     video + web + logged, VLOG, to blog video material [v]
	VLOGGER     EGGLORV     video + web + logger, one that vlogs (to blog video material)  [n -S]
	VOCODER     CDEOORV     voice + coder, electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n -S]
	VODCAST     ACDOSTV     video + pod + broadcast, to make video files available for download over Internet [v -VODCAST or -ED, -ING, -S]
	W
	WANNABE     AABENNW     want + (na) (to) + be, one who aspires to be like someone else [n -S]
	WAREZES     AEERSWZ     illegally copied softwares(ze) + s, WAREZ, illegally copied software [n]
	WAVICLE     ACEILVW     wave + particle, subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n -S]
	WEBCAMS  ABCEMSW World Wide Web + cameras, camera used for transmitting live images over World Wide Web [n]
	WEBCAST     ABCESTW     World Wide Web + broadcast, to transmit sound and images via World Wide Web [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	WEBINAR     ABEINRW     web + seminar, live interactive educational presentation conducted on website [n -S]
	WEBLOGS     BEGLOSW     website + logs, WEBLOG, website that contains online personal journal [n]
	WEBZINE     BEEINWZ     web + magazine, magazine published on Internet [n -S]
	WHATCHA     AACHHTW     what + cha (do you?), greeting [interj]
	WHATSIS     AHISSTW      what + this + is, whatsit (something whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n -ES]
	WHATSIT     AHISTTW      what + is + it?, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n -S]
	WHOOSIS     HIOOSSW     who(o)’s + this?, object or person whose name is not known [n -ES]
	WHOSITS     HIOSSTW     who + is + it(s)?, WHOSIT, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n]
	WOOPIES EIOOPSW well-off older person + ie, WOOPIE, well-off older person / WOOPY, woopie [n]
	WOTCHER     CEHORTW     what (ot) + are (cher) you up to?, used as casual greeting [interj]
	WYSIWYG     GISWWYY     what + you + see + is + what + you + get, denoting text on display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on printout [adj]
	X
	Y
	YIPPIES     EIIPPSY     Youth + International + Party + hippies, YIPPIE, politically radical hippie [n]
	YUPPIES     EIPPSUY     Young + Urban + Professional + pies, YUPPIE / YUPPY, young professional person working in city [n]
	YUPPIFY     FIPPUYY     Young + Urban + Professional + pify, to make appealing to yuppies ,  [v -FIED, -FYING, -FIES]
	Z
	ZEBRASS     ABERSSZ     zebra + ass, offspring of zebra and ass [n -ES]
	ZEBRINE     BEEINRZ     zebra + equine, offspring of male horse and female zebra [n -S]

